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Disclaimer
This presentation contains statements about future events and expectations, which are “forward-looking statements.” Certain statements included in this presentation
are not historical facts but are forward-looking statements for purposes of the safe harbor provisions under The Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995.
Forward-looking statements generally are accompanied by words such as “may”, “should”, “would”, “plan”, “intend”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “estimate”, “predict”,
“potential”, “seem”, “seek”, “continue”, “future”, “will”, “expect”, “outlook” or other similar words, phrases or expressions. These forward-looking statements include
statements regarding our industry, future events, estimated or anticipated future results and benefits, future opportunities for Exela, and other statements that are not
historical facts. These statements are based on the current expectations of Exela management and are not predictions of actual performance. These statements are
subject to a number of risks and uncertainties, including without limitation those discussed under the heading “Risk Factors” in the Company’s Annual Report on Form
10-K for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2020 and other filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission. In addition, forward-looking statements provide
Exela’s expectations, plans or forecasts of future events and views as of the date of this communication. Exela anticipates that subsequent events and developments
will cause Exela’s assessments to change. These forward-looking statements should not be relied upon as representing Exela’s assessments as of any date subsequent
to the date of this presentation. Exela assumes no responsibility to issue updates to any materials, including forward-looking statements, discussed in this
presentation.
This presentation contains general background information about the Company’s activities at the date of this presentation. The information in this presentation is
provided in summary form only and does not purport to be complete. This presentation does not contain all the information that is or may be material to investors or
potential investors and should not be considered as and does not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security, nor does it constitute an
offer or commitment to lend, syndicate or arrange a financing, underwrite or purchase or act as an agent or advisor or in any other capacity with respect to any
transaction, or commit capital, or to participate in any trading strategies, and does not constitute legal, regulatory, accounting or tax advice to the recipient. This
document does not constitute and should not be considered as any form of financial opinion or recommendation by us or any of our affiliates.
Recipients of this presentation should not construe the contents of this presentation as legal, tax, or financial advice. Each recipient should consult its professional
advisors as to the legal, tax, financial or other matters set forth in this presentation.
Non-GAAP Financial Measures and Related Information – This presentation includes free cash flow, which is a financial measure that is not prepared in accordance with
U.S. generally accepted accounting principles(“GAAP”). Exela believes that the presentation of the non-GAAP financial measure provides useful information to investors
in assessing our financial performance, results of operations and liquidity and allows investors to better understand the trends in our business and to better
understand and compare our results. Exela does not consider the non-GAAP measure in isolation or as an alternative to liquidity or financial measures determined in
accordance with GAAP.
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Total equity raised in 2021: $407 million gross
• Total shares outstanding as of December 31: 265,194,961
• Total ATM sales since completion of exchange transactions: 2.47 million shares
• Plans to use ATM only if strategically sound
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Total long-term debt reduction of $454 million in 2021
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Settlement of Appraisal Action on December 31, 2021
• Capital for the settlement has already been allocated; payments to be made over coming
months
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On track to exceed the free cash flow improvement of $50 million per annum in 2022
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Annual Meeting held on December 31, with all agenda items approved
• Replay available at https://www.cstproxy.com/exelatech/2021/
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